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This Descriptive Presentation (the “Presentation") is based upon information supplied by Plymouth Industrial REIT, Inc. (“Plymouth”, “PLYM” or the "Company"), 
except as otherwise noted, and is being furnished solely for use by prospective investors in connection with their consideration of an investment in the Company.

Neither the Company, nor any of its respective affiliates, employees or representatives, makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the 
accuracy or completeness of any of the information contained in this Presentation or any other information (whether communicated in written or oral form) 
transmitted or made available to prospective investors and each of such persons expressly disclaims any and all liability relating to or resulting from the use of this 
Presentation or such other information by a prospective investor or any of their affiliates or representatives. Prospective investors are not entitled to rely on the 
accuracy or completeness of the Presentation and are entitled to rely solely on only those particular representations and warranties, if any, which may be made 
by the Company to an investor in a definitive written agreement, when, as and if executed, and subject to such limitations and restrictions as may be specified 
therein.

Each recipient agrees, and the receipt of this Presentation serves as an acknowledgment thereof, that the subject matter hereof and all of the information 
contained herein is of a confidential nature and that the recipient will treat such information in a confidential manner and will not, directly or indirectly, disclose or 
permit its affiliates or representatives to disclose any information regarding its receipt hereof or any information contained herein to any other person or 
reproduce, disseminate, quote or refer to this Presentation, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of the Company. Notwithstanding anything herein 
to the contrary, prospective investors and each other party to any transaction discussed herein (and each employee, representative, and other agent of such 
party) may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of any transaction discussed herein and all materials 
of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are provided to such party or such person relating to such tax treatment and tax structure. This 
authorization is not intended to permit disclosure of any other information including (without limitation) (i) any portion of any materials to the extent not related to 
the tax treatment or tax structure of the transaction, (ii) the identities of participants or potential participants in the transaction, (iii) the existence or status of any 
negotiations, (iv) any pricing or financial information (except to the extent such pricing or financial information is related to the tax treatment or tax structure of 
the transaction), or (v) any other term or detail not relevant to the tax treatment or the tax structure of the transaction.

This Presentation has not been filed or reviewed by, and the securities offered have not been registered with or approved by, the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (“SEC”) or any securities regulatory authority of any state, nor has the SEC or any such authority passed upon the accuracy or adequacy of this 
Presentation.

This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. The sole purpose of this Presentation is to assist prospective 
investors in deciding whether to proceed with a further investigation and evaluation of the Company in connection with their consideration of an investment in 
the Company. This Presentation does not purport to contain all information which may be material to an investor and recipients of this Presentation should 
conduct their own independent evaluation and due diligence of the Company. Each recipient agrees, and the receipt of this Presentation serves as an 
acknowledgment thereof, that if such recipient determines to engage in a transaction with the Company, its determination will be based solely on the terms of 
the definitive agreement relating to such transaction and on the recipient’s own investigation, analysis and assessment of the Company and the transaction.

The Company reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to reject any and all proposals made by or on behalf of any prospective investor with regard to an 
investment in the Company, and to terminate further participation in the investigation and proposal process by, or any discussions or negotiations with, any 
prospective investor at any time. The Company does not intend to update or otherwise revise this Presentation following its distribution and the Company makes 
any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the information contained in this Presentation after the date of 
the Presentation.

Prospective investors who decide not to pursue this matter are required to return this Presentation (together with any other material relating to the Company 
which may have been received from the Company) at their earliest convenience to the attention of Pen White, Plymouth Industrial REIT, Inc., 20 Custom House 
Street, 11th Floor, Boston, MA 02110.
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Risk Factors
An investment in the Company is highly speculative and subject to a high degree of risk and only those who can bear the risk of loss of their entire investment 
should participate. You should carefully consider the risks and uncertainties regarding an investment in the Company before you decide to make any investment 
in the Company. These risks could materially and adversely affect the Company’s business, financial condition or operating results and could result in a partial or 
complete loss of your investment. See the “Risk Factors” relating to the Company as set forth in the Company’s Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 
2021 included in the data room for a discussion of certain risks that you should consider before investing in the “OP units” described herein. 

Market Data and Forecasts
The information in this Presentation contains market data and industry forecasts and projections, including data from publicly available information and industry 
publications. These sources generally state that the information they provide has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that the accuracy and 
completeness of the information are not guaranteed. The forecasts and projections are based on industry surveys and the preparers’ experience in the industry 
and there can be no assurance that any of the forecasts or projections will be achieved. The Company believes that the surveys and market research others 
have performed are reliable, but the Company has not independently investigated or verified this information. Forecasts and other forward-looking information 
obtained from these sources are subject to the same qualifications and uncertainties as the other forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation.

This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the U.S. federal securities laws. You can identify forward-looking statements by the 
use of forward- looking terminology such as “believes,” “expects,” “may,” “will,” “will likely result,” “would,” “could,” “should,” “seeks,” “intends,” “plans,” 
“projects,” “estimates,” “anticipates”  “predicts,” or “potential” or the negative of these words and phrases or similar words or phrases. You can also identify 
forward-looking statements, discussions possible or  assumed future results of the Company’s business, financial condition, liquidity, results of operations, plans and 
objectives. Statements regarding the following subjects are  forward-looking by their nature; the Company’s business and investment strategy; its expected 
operating results; completion of acquisitions; its ability to successfully implement  proposed acquisition, lease and management structures; its ability to obtain 
future financing arrangements; its expected leverage levels; its expected dividend levels; the  Company’s understanding of its competition; market and industry 
trends and expectations; and anticipated capital expenditures. Additionally, the following factors could  cause actual results to vary from our forward-looking 
statements: general volatility of the capital markets and the market price of the Company’s common or preferred stock;  performance of the industrial sector 
and real estate industries in general; changes in the Company’s business or investment strategy; changes in market conditions within the  industrial sector and 
the availability of industrial property acquisitions; the Company’s ability to satisfy closing conditions and obtain regulatory, lender and other rulings,  approvals 
and consents in connection with acquisitions; availability, terms and deployment of capital; availability of and the Company’s ability to attract and retain 
qualified  personnel; the Company’s leverage levels; its capital expenditures; its ability to satisfy the requirements for qualification and taxation as a REIT for 
federal income tax purposes;  changes in the Company’s industry and the market in which it operates, interest rates or the general U.S. or international economy; 
and the degree and nature of the  Company’s competition.

The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation reflect the Company’s beliefs, assumptions and expectations of its future performance, taking into 
account all  information currently available to the Company. These beliefs, assumptions and expectations are subject to risks and uncertainties and can change 
as a result of many  possible events or factors, not all of which are known to the Company. If a change occurs, the Company’s business, prospects, financial 
condition, liquidity and results of  operations may vary materially from those expressed in its forward-looking statements. The Company disclaims any obligation to 
publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements to reflect changes  in underlying assumptions or factors, new information, future events or other 
changes.
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 Full service, vertically integrated, self-administered
and self-managed

 Focused on the acquisition, development,
ownership and management of efficient,
utilitarian single and multi-tenant industrial
properties

 Executed transformational acquisitions of $1.6
billion comprising over 33.6 million square feet of
industrial space supported by strategic capital
management, providing accretion and
increased scale

 Focus on select primary and secondary markets
allows for substantial rent growth opportunities

 Highly experienced management team with
extensive commercial real estate and
investment backgrounds

 Independent board with deep real estate,
logistics, Wall Street and public company
expertise

Plymouth Industrial REIT focuses on the acquisition, development, ownership and management 
of single and multi-tenant industrial properties within the main industrial, distribution and 

logistics corridors of the United States.

Market Presence
Plymouth currently owns 206 buildings totaling 33.6 million 

square feet in industrial markets in the main industrial, distribution 

and logistics corridors of the U.S. at a cost basis well below 

replacement cost (as of 6/30/2022).

Platform Experience 
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 The legal organizational of a REIT is typically very simple, where the REIT owns properties directly; see “1”
below.

 A more tax-efficient structure is an Umbrella Partnership REIT (“UPREIT”), wherein there is an intervening
structure, known as an Operating Partnership (“OP”); see “2” below.

 In a typical UPREIT transaction, an individual contributes real estate directly to the Operating Partnership
in exchange for Operating Partnership Units (“OP units”), similar to a 1031 exchange. This is formally
referred to as a a 721 exchange.

 Since the OP entity in not considered an “investment company” for tax purposes, the contribution may
not be treated as a sale and capital gains taxes may be deferred.

 These OP units can later be converted into REIT common shares at the contributor’s discretion.

Public REIT

Public Investors
(Common Shares)

Properties

1) Public Investors
(Common Shares)

Property Contributors 
/ Sellers (Limited 

Partners)

Public REIT 
(General Partner)

Properties

UPREIT Operating 
Partnership

2)



UPREIT Benefits

 OP unitholders own an interest in a portfolio
rather than a single asset
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 OP unitholders benefit from professional REIT
management and are freed from daily operating
concerns

Diversification Passive Management

Estate SimplificationRecurring Cash Flow

 OP units can be distributed among heirs and
receive stepped-up tax benefits equal to the value
at death

 OP units mirror the performance of REIT common
shares including quarterly dividend payments

Who Can 
Benefit 
From 

UPREITs?

• UPREIT transactions are limited to “accredited investors” as defined by the SEC. In
order to qualify, investors must meet certain income or net worth requirements.

• The best candidates for UPREITs are real estate owners with low tax basis, family-
owned properties (multiple heirs), and owners having too much of their net worth
tied up in a single asset (diversification issues).

UPREITs are often the most attractive option for real estate owners looking to dispose of real estate while 
simultaneously deferring capital gains. UPREIT transactions are becoming increasingly popular among 
investors looking for diversification benefits while maintaining a long-term exposure to the asset class. 

However, UPREITs are limited to “accredited investors” as defined by the SEC. In order to qualify, 
investors must meet certain income or net worth requirements. 
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Property owners of a Mid-west industrial real estate portfolio received OP units in exchange for the contribution of their 
property to Plymouth. The sale was structured as a tax-deferred transaction. The property owners, now OP Unitholders, 
received quarterly dividend distributions the same as Plymouth shareholders. 

The OP Unitholders have the right to convert their units to shares of Plymouth common stock, which can then be sold 
in the open market. Plymouth’s common stock is traded on the NYSE under the ticker symbol PLYM. 

• Property owners will diversify their investment by participating 
in the performance of the REIT’s larger pool of properties

• Property owners obtain a liquid investment, which they may 
dispose of in whole or in part, on short notice and at a time 
they choose

• OP Unitholders have transparency as to the value of their 
investment due to the exchangeability into listed common 
stock of the REIT

• Because the OP Unitholder has the ability to choose when to 
exchange the Units for REIT shares or cash, it can better time 
all associated tax issues

• Allows property owners to retain the economic value of their 
investment (including dividends) while eliminating the 
administrative burdens of property ownership and 
management

• OP Unitholder’s estate can receive a “step up” in basis to the 
then fair market value of the OP Units, allowing the 
Unitholder’s estate to exchange the OP units for REIT stock 
without incurring tax on the built-in gain at the time of death 

Sale of Property Sale of Property 
Hypothetical Transaction for Cash for OP Units
Market Value 24,800,000$         24,800,000$         
Tax Basis 14,700,000           14,700,000           
Debt 14,250,000           14,250,000           

Capital Gain
80% from Appreciation 8,080,000$           8,080,000$           
20% Depreciation Recapture 2,020,000             2,020,000             
Total Capital Gain 10,100,000$        10,100,000$        

Capital Gain Taxes
15% on Appreciation 1,212,000$           -$                     
25% on Depreciation Recapture 505,000                -                       
Total Capital Gain Taxes 1,717,000$          -$                     

Equity Value to Property Owner
Net Proceeds 10,550,000           10,550,000           
Total Capital Gains Tax (1,717,000)           -                       
Total Equity Value to Property Owner 8,833,000$          10,550,000$        
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